ABSTRACT
INFRINGEMENT OF PERSONALITY RIGHTS via INTERNET
In today’s condition, internet becomes inseparable part of our lifes. So that, thanks to present level of technology we can shopping, also we can make interactive working of banking without line up in the bank. Also, in the same way, we can read e-book, we can listen music and we can chat people that we know or we don’t know which are at anywhere in the World. In all areas internet makes lifes easier for us, on the other hand internet has many risks and infringement of personality rights. On account of this, internet is located on area of the law. Because law is the mirror of society. In this study, which name is infringement of personality rights via internet is examined by in terms of civil law and law of obligation. In the first part, description of personality rights, subject of personality rights, properties of personality rights are explained particularly. In the second part of our study, which is made by three main part; internet which get a unique identity is examined, technical information of computers is examined and infringement of personality rights which is made via internet, is examined by one one. In the last part, protection way with legal way under the infringement of personality rights, especially protective lawsuit and of course, which conditions we can go to responsibility of internet service provider in respect of 5651 numbered law are studied.